A HISTORY OF PEANUT MECHANIZATION

Stack Pole
- 1954: First pole stack
- 1954: Hoeing system
- 1965: Hoeing system

Curing
- 1957: Digger system
- 1952: Digger system
- 1956: Digger system
- 1955: Digger system

Diggers
- 1952: Digger system
- 1967: Digger system
- 1952: Hoeing system
- 1959: Hoeing system

Transition Period
- 1955: Benthall windrow combine with bulk tank
- 1955: Benthall windrow combine
- 1955: Lilliston test model
- 1956: Lilliston combine

Harvesting and Combines
- 1955: Lilliston combine
- 1956: Lilliston combine
- 1958: Lilliston combine and grain wagon
- 1955: Lilliston combine

What's New?
- 1970: Self-propelled Long Combines
- 1959: Self-propelled Long Combines
- 1957: Self-propelled Long Combines
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